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Abstract— Nowadays, telemanipulation robotic systems are
present in many operating rooms. The exploitation of autonomy
for minimally invasive robotic surgery remains an open field of
research as it is non-trivial to provide meaningful assistance.
This work presents a novel virtual fixture providing haptic
augmentation for shared control as well as task-level autonomy,
while ensuring continuous transitions of control between the
robotic system and the surgeon. Transitions between levels of
autonomy are based on information about the robotic system
and its environment. The proposed method is evaluated through
experiments which show the successful completion of surgeon
training tasks, namely peg transfer and suturing, exploiting
shared control and task-level autonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Minimally invasive robotic surgery (MIRS) is widespread
and established in operating rooms. It provides similar ad-
vantages to patients as minimally invasive surgery, i.e. shorter
recovery time and minimal scarring due to small incisions. At
the same time MIRS offers surgeons improved ergonomics
and a restored hand-eye coordination. Commercially avail-
able surgical robots for MIRS are telemanipulation systems.
They act as the surgeon’s hands and eyes inside the patient’s
body. This means the surgeon directly controls the movement
of the telemanipulation system in all available, mostly six,
Degrees of Freedom (DoF).
Recent scientific approaches aim at increasing the autonomy
of telemanipulation systems. Levels of Autonomy (LoA)
classify both the generation and selection of a surgical plan
as well as this plan’s execution and monitoring. They range
from no autonomy (L0) over robot assistance (L1), task-level
autonomy (L2), supervised autonomy (L3) and high-level
autonomy (L4) towards full autonomy (L5) [1],[2],[3],[4].
This work focuses on the following LoA:
L0: The surgeon can freely telemanipulate the instrument

tip within its inherent workspace.
L1: The robotic system assists the user with shared control

based on haptic augmentation.
L2: The robotic system controls all DoF to fulfill a previ-

ously defined task.
To this end, this work contributes with a novel interactive
task-level autonomy based on Virtual Fixtures (VF) enabling
the user to fine-tune autonomous motions by interacting
with the input device. We introduce a novel interactive
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Fig. 1: The DLR MiroSurge system consists of a surgeon
console (a) and MIRO robotic arms holding a surgical instru-
ment and the endoscope (b). (c) depicts the peg transfer task
performed in Section IV-C. (d) shows the digital twin with
task specific splines. (e) depicts the suturing task performed
in Section IV-D, while (f) shows the corresponding digital
twin.

feed forward Virtual Fixture (iffVF) extending well known
attractive Virtual Fixtures (aVF). The iffVF offers not only
autonomous motions during L2 but also shared control
during L1. Additionally, the iffVF allows the continuous
adaption of the support i.e. the Degree of Shared Control
DoSC in L1. DoSC enables the surgeons to fine tune the
provided support according to their needs.
Surgery causes dynamically changing environments and,
thus, requires continuous and fast transitions of control, in
particular, from the robotic system (L2) to the surgeon (L1
or L0) at all times [4],[5]. To facilitate these transitions we
propose the Autonomy and Shared Control Parameterization
Engine (ASCOPE). ASCOPE determines the LoA chosen by
the user and adjusts the parameters of the iffVF accordingly
based on context information of the robotic system, its
environment and the current state of a task.
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Fig. 2: Estimators as in [5] provide context information C. ASCOPE determines the current state of the task and the selected
LoA accordingly and selects the parameters P and the LoA specific parameters P loa to parameterize VFs. The iffVF allows
user interactions even in L2. The pick task serves as an example for an arbitrary task.

The main contributions of this work are
• the presentation of ASCOPE allowing the adaption of

LoA and the parameterization of the novel iffVF based
on the selected LoA and the current state of the task

• the introduction of iffVF enabling interactive task-level
autonomy by a feed forward wrench and smooth tran-
sitions between all presented LoA

• the adaption of the degree of shared control during L1.
After discussing the state of the art in comparison to the
contribution of this paper in Section II, Section III provides
detailed insights into the proposed methods. In Section IV we
evaluate the technical feasibility of the presented methods.
Section V discusses the proposed methods and presents an
outlook.

II. STATE OF THE ART

This section gives an overview of related works. The first
part focuses on L2 and L1, while the second part discusses
transitions between different LoA.
Several works introduce L2 for a surgical peg transfer and
compare the results of the autonomous execution to human
performance using a telemanipulation setting [6],[7],[8]. In
[9],[10],[11] approaches are introduced to autonomously
place sutures. Kam et al. present a method for suturing on
synthetic vaginal cuff tissues [12]. The suture execution is
performed autonomously. Saedi et al. execute an autonomous
intestinal anastomosis with the STAR system [13]. These
works present systems for L2 without focusing on transitions
to L1 or L0. User interactions with a haptic input device are
not possible during L2.
Regarding L1, telemanipulation can be assisted by auto-
mated scaling of the user input [14] or VFs enabling haptic
augmentation [15], [16], [17]. rVFs protect the user from
entering a prohibited zone. Geometric primitives, as well
as meshes [18] and visual servoing information [19] can
determine the shape of a VF. In [20] uncertainties of visual
pose detection are used to parameterize a visual servoing VF.
aVFs haptically guide a user towards a goal structure. In [21]
the user is able to generate aVFs and adapt their geometry
and position by a human-in-the-loop approach. These works
offer support in L1 without the option of switching to L2.

Fontanelli et al. design a state machine for needle insertion
and extraction [22]. Transitions are triggered by predefined

user gestures. The LoA, i.e. L0, L1 or L2, is pre-selected
and not changed during the execution of a task.
Some works discuss transitions between different LoA.
In [23], a confidence-based supervised-autonomous control
strategy shifts the control between the user in telemanipula-
tion and an autonomy module applying a joint space interpo-
lator. Ferraguti et al. ensure a fast and stable switch from L2
to L0 by compensating the pose offset between leader and
follower [24]. Shamaei et al. introduce a dominance factor
which allows the continuous switching of authority between
an arbitrary autonomous agent and the telemanipulation
by a user. Additionally, an aggressiveness factor sets the
allowed pace of the autonomous agent [25]. In [26] the
robotic system allocates autonomously the authority among
the human operator and itself. In [27] the user authorizes
the switch from L1 to L2 by pressing a button but not vice
versa. These works ensure switching either between L2 and
L0 or between L1 and L2.
To the authors knowledge no methods exist comprehensively
addressing L0, L1 and L2 as well as transitions between all
presented LoA for MIRS systems.

III. METHODS

The methods explained in this section are exemplified on
a pick task of the peg transfer with a surgical instrument.
Section III-A describes the details of the ASCOPE, which
is depicted in Fig. 2b. The novel iffVF is introduced in
Section III-B and graphically shown in Fig. 2c.

A. Autonomy and Shared Control Parameterization Engine

Depending on the LoA selected by the user, ASCOPE
parameterizes the iffVF according to the context information
C about the robot and the environment, depicted in Fig. 2
(a), as well as the progress of the task. A task defines the
interaction of a reference object Oref with a target object
Otar. In the pick a ring example, the ring serves as Otar

and the surgical instrument as Oref . A task is composed
of different sub-tasks. Shared Control Templates (SCTs),
introduced in [28], model the different sub-tasks as states
of a state machine. Fig. 2b depicts the pick SCT, with
the states ’approach’ and ’close’. ’picked’ is the goal state
stateg .
Conditions based on wrenches w, poses x and distances



d ∈ IR between Oref and Otar allow transitioning from one
state to another. A wrench w = [f ; τ ] ∈ IR6 is composed
of forces f ∈ IR3 and torques τ ∈ IR3. Pose x refers
to the rotation R ∈ IR3×3 and position p ∈ IR3×1 of a
homogeneous transformation matrix T ∈ SE(3).
In [29] we present SCOPE, extending SCTs. SCOPE en-
codes a set of parameters P in each state, which are
used to parameterize VFs for L1 depending on the current
state of the task. ASCOPE adds the definition of LoA
specific parameters P loa to each state. This allows not
only the parameterization of VFs according to the current
state of the task but also depending on the chosen LoA.
Algorithm 1 describes ASCOPE. The execution starts at

Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of the ASCOPE main loop
to parse SCTs, query the selected LoA and param-
eterize VFs. * mark the extensions form SCOPE to
ASCOPE.

Input: The SCT encoding the current task.
Output: The algorithm terminates nominal as all

states of the SCT are processed.

1 statecu ← 0

2 stateg ← getGoal(SCT )
3 Oref , Otar ← getReferenceAndTarget(SCT )
4 while statecu ̸= stateg do
5 C ← getContextInformation(Oref , Otar)
6 statecu ← getCurrentState(C, SCT, statecu)
7 P ← getParameter(statecu)
8 loaid ← getCurrentLoA() *
9 P loa ← getParameter(statecu, loaid, SCT )*

10 parametrizeVF(P ,P loa)

11 return True

the first state defined in the SCT and stops when reaching
the goal state stateg acquired from the SCT by getGoal.
getReferenceandTarget determines Oref and Otar

based on the current task. The estimators provide the function
getContextInformation retrieving C based on Oref

and Otar. This allows the determination of the current
state statecu by getCurrentState ensuring possible
transitions to subsequent states. According to statecu the
SCT offers the corresponding P using getParameter. As
extension to the formerly presented SCOPE, ASCOPE intro-
duces the function getCurrentLoA querying the selected
LoA . getParameter retrieves P loa from the SCT based
on statecu and loaid. P loa and P update the corresponding
VFs by parameterizeVF.

B. Interactive feed forward VF covering L2, L1 and L0

VFs implement a virtual Spring-Damper System (SDS)
between the instrument TCP x and a virtual proxy. The
deflection of the SDS generates virtual wrenches w. In a

telemanipulation setup, they can be projected to haptic input
devices. aVF haptically guides the user to align e.g. the pose
of the instrument TCP with a desired pose.
In [29] a cylindrically shaped path following aVF (paVF),
as depicted in Fig. 3a, is proposed along a generated spline
s. Its pose xa is always located on s and the longitudinal
axis oriented along s. The radius r and the length l act
as translational deadzones. α defines a rotational deadzone
acting on the angular deviation between the orientation of
xa and x. x moves freely inside the deadzones. If a wrench
we (e.g. user input at the haptic input device), leads x to
leave the cylinder the virtual proxy, with pose xp, stays on
the cylinder wall. The SDS between xp and x is deflected
causing w, which acts on x and is projected to the haptic
input device. wa = [fa, τ a] acts on xp and has the same
magnitude as w but opposite direction.
This work extends the paVF with a feed forward behavior
to encode different LoA while allowing user interactions
and, therefore, presents the novel iffVF. Splines are used
to represent the task at hand. The following paragraphs
describe the presented iffVF for L2 in Section III-B.1, L1
in Section III-B.2 and L0 in Section III-B.3. transitions are
explained in Section III-C. Table I gives an overview of P loa,
which are introduced in this section.

1) L2 - task-level autonomy: L2 requires precise au-
tonomous guidance along an arbitrary spline. The novel
iffVF ensures this guidance and enables user interactions
during L2 for fine corrections. Precision is enforced by
xp = xa. Therefore, the deadzones r = l = α = 0 enclose
the virtual proxy at xa, with position pa. For autonomous
guidance along an arbitrary spline s, xa has to move along
s as shown in Fig. 3b. Therefore, the iffVF is extended by
a virtual mass point with mass M and damping factor D at
xa. It follows the equation of motion

M p̈a +Dṗa = f
∥
f . (1)

f
∥
f contains a definable constant force f

∥
c along s causing a

continuous movement of xa = xp. As xp is connected to x
by an SDS this leads to autonomous guidance of x.
Enabling user interaction during L2 is a core feature of iffVF.
fe is the sum of user forces on the input device and resisting
forces, e.g. resulting from other VFs, like rVFs, friction or
damping. fe acts on x. It causes the deflection of the SDS
between x and xp resulting in fa acting on xa. f∥

a is the
component of fa along s. Finally, f∥

f results in

f
∥
f = f∥

c + f∥
a . (2)

ensuring that the user can interact with the iffVF by acceler-
ating or decelerating it, and its compliance with other VFs.

2) L1 - robot assistance: In L1, the robot assists the user
by means of shared control. The user controls the movement
of x along the spline and receives haptic augmentation in
the remaining DoFs to stay on the trajectory. f∥

c is set to 0.
DoSC describes a continuous scale of support. High support
ensures very precise guidance on s by setting a small
desired radial deadzone rd and a small desired rotational
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Fig. 3: An iffVF at xa on s is presented in (a) and adapted for L2 in (b) and L1 in (c). r and l are depicted in green. s
is shown in blue. fe (light green) combines the sum of user forces on the input device and other counteracting forces, i.e.
VF and other dynamic effects of the input device, such as inertia and friction. fe deflects the SDS between xp and x. This
generates a force f causing x to follow xp. Black circles depict mass points.

deadzone αd. Low support keeps x inside a region of interest,
parameterized by a greater rd and αd, while the user fine-
manipulates. Therefore, the DoSC is continuously adapted
by varying rd and αd.
In this work, we introduce the parameter kr ∈ [0; 1] to vary
the DoSC according to the user’s selection.

rd = krrd,max, (3)

defines the mapping between rd, the selected kr and rd,max,
the maximal allowed radius predefined by the minimal re-
quired task precision.
If rd varies, the current radius r should follow this variation.
To this end, an analog method as in Section III-B.1 is chosen.
A force f⊥

r , orthogonal to s, allows a smooth and continuous
variation of r. A virtual mass point with mass Mr and
damping factor Dr is introduced, whose position represents
r. The point follows

Mr r̈ +Dr ṙ = f⊥
r . (4)

If f⊥
r contains a definable constant force f⊥

o , this allows the
decrease and increase of r by

f⊥
o


> 0 if r > rd

= 0 if r = rd

< 0 if r < rd

(5)

User interactions and compliance to other VFs should be
ensured in the variation of r. The force the user applies on
the input device and resisting forces, e.g. resulting from other
VFs, like rVFs, friction or damping, are entailed in fe, which
acts on x. It causes the deflection of the SDS between x
and xp resulting in fa acting on xa, with f⊥

a its component
orthogonal to s. Finally, f⊥

r results in

f⊥
r =

{
f⊥
o + f⊥

a if r ̸= rd

0 otherwise.
(6)

If r = rd applies, f⊥
r is set to 0 to ensure the desired haptic

guidance. The decrease of r is depicted in Fig. 3c. The same
method is applied for αd.
If the user moves the input device along s this results in f

∥
a

acting on xa, as l = 0. Following Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) the
position of iffVF, pa, moves accordingly.

3) L0 - no autonomy: During L0 the user can telema-
nipulate the instrument TCP freely within its workspace
because f

∥
c = 0 and f⊥

o = 0. During L1, f⊥
r is set to

f⊥
a , so the virtual mass point located on r moves when x

moves orthogonal to s, constantly increasing or decreasing
the corresponding deadzone. As x always stays inside the
cylinder, the user receives telemanipulation without haptic
augmentation. l is set to 0, which causes an updated move-
ment of pa as explained in the previous paragraph. The
continuous update of r = rd, ααd as well as pa enables



the continuous switching to L1 and L2 as explained in the
following section.

C. Transitions between LoA

P loa for distinct LoA

Type L0 L1 L2 Description

f
∥
c 0 0 > 0 force along s
f⊥
o 0 Eq. (6) 0 force orthogonal to s
r > 0 rd 0 radial deadzone
α > 0 αd 0 rotational deadzone
l 0 0 0 axial deadzone

TABLE I: This table gives an overview of required P loa

which are described in detail in Section III-B .

The presented iffVF encodes L0, L1 and L2 with P loa

consisting of f
∥
f , rd, αd and l. Variation of f

∥
c , rd and αd

allows the transitions between different LoA. Table I gives
an overview of these parameters for the different LoA.
For transitions from L0 to L1, αd and rd are set according
to the current DoSC as described in Eq. (3). While αd ̸= α
or rd ̸= r, the corresponding deadzone is extended or
decreased as explained in Section III-B.2. This ensures as
much guidance for the user as selected by the DoSC. The
switch from L1 to L0 is enabled by continuously adapting
αd and rd to x, and thus also r and α, so x stays inside
the cylindrical VF.
For a hand-over from L1 to L2 minimal deadzones are
required resulting in rd = αd = 0. rd and αd are decreased
by applying f⊥

r according to Eq. (4). f
∥
c > 0N leads to

a gradually increased acceleration of xa resulting in an
autonomous motion of x along s. For the transition from
L2 to L1 f

∥
c = 0N results in no autonomous motion of xa

anymore. rd and αd are adapted according to the current
DoSC. In general, the user overseeing and controlling the
robotic system needs to acknowledge a change from a lower
to a higher LoA and vise versa.

IV. EVALUATION

This section presents experiments which evaluate the pro-
posed methods. They are conducted on the DLR MiroSurge
surgical robotic research platform depicted in Fig. 1. A 7-
DoF light weight robotic arm MIRO is mounted on the
side rail of an OR table. A drive unit is attached to the
MIRO which actuates a wristed surgical instrument with
additional 2 DoFs and a functional DoF, i.e. a grasper or
a needle handover device. A Force Dimension sigma.7 [30]
steers the pose of the instrument TCP x. The sigma.7 is
a 6 DoF input device with an additional gripping DoF. It
allows the rendering of forces and torques in 7 DoF. A second
MIRO carries an endoscope. A software layer uses a position
controller to map the motion of up to two input devices to
x and the endoscope TCP of multiple avatar robots using an
inverse kinematics which preserves the motion constraints

at the incision point [31],[32]. The components of the DLR
MiroSurge platform communicate at a frequency of more
than 1 kHz in real time.
In all experiments M = Mr = 0.01kg and D = Dr = 10Ns

m
are set. The experiments described in Section IV-A and
Section IV-B utilize a simulated endeffector and MIRO as
described in Chapter 8 of [33]. The experiment presented in
Section IV-C and Section IV-D are conducted on the real
endeffectors and MIROs. All experiments utilize a sigma.7
haptic input device.

A. Interactive task-level autonomy L2

This experiment evaluates the compliant behavior of iffVF
to other VFs. As example of a rVF, a cylindrical virtual wall
is implemented in the workspace of x as in [29]. Reaching
the virtual wall causes the counteracting virtual wrenches
ww = [fw, τw] which are projected to the input device. ww

influences the movement of iffVF.
Hypothesis: Before x has reached the wall, it follows xp.

If x gets in contact with the virtual wall, the movement of
xp = xa is decelerated and finally stopped at the equilibrium
of f∥

a and f
∥
c .

Experimental Design: An SCT with one state defining a
linear spline s in Cartesian space between pref , the position
of Oref , and ptar, the position of Otar, is used. L2 is set
during the whole experiment with f

∥
c = 2N . There are no

user interactions with the sigma.7.
Result: Fig. 4 shows that when x reaches the virtual

wall its motion decelerates. Thereby, the motion of xp is
decelerated and stops at the equilibrium of f

∥
a and f

∥
c , i.e.

f
∥
f = 0.

Discussion: This experiment demonstrates how iffVF
achieves interactive task-level autonomy. The interactive
behavior in the presence of an rVF shows that the iffVF
complies with other VFs. The same approach allows user
interactions as acceleration or deceleration during L2.

B. Transitions between LoA

The following experiment evaluates the transitions be-
tween L2 and L1 as well as variation in the DoSC, while
x follows xp along s.

Hypothesis: The transitions between L1 and L2 as well
as variations in the DoSC lead to variations in rd and f

∥
c

respectively. These transitions result in smooth trajectories
of x.

Experimental Design: The same SCT as presented in
Section IV-A generates s. Different LoA as well as DoSC
are selected according to the table in Fig. 5a. During L1 the
user telemanipulates the DoF along s, while all other DoF are
constraint by the iffVF. In L2 there are no user interactions
with the sigma.7.

Result: Fig. 5a displays the movement of x during L1 and
L2. The user experiences unconstrained movements inside
the radial deadzone as well as forces and torques if x leaves
the deadzone. The varying LoA and DoSC lead to variations
in rd causing an increase or decrease of r. x follows the
movement of the iffVF with a smooth trajectory.
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Fig. 4: (a) shows the positions of x∥ and x
∥
p in axial direction on s in green, as well as their distance d in blue. Furthermore,

(a) depicts the development over time of f∥
c (yellow), f∥

a (orange) and f
∥
f (dark orange). At t = 0s x and xp start moving

as depicted in (c) slightly disturbed by the dynamic effects of the input device. At t = 2.2s x hits the virtual wall shown in
(d). As f

∥
w increases, the motion of x decelerates and its distance to xp increases (b). This increases f

∥
a . Accordingly, the

motion of xp is decelerated until it stops, at the equilibrium of f∥
a and f

∥
c , i.e. f∥

f = 0 (e).

Discussion: The evaluated concept of the iffVF and AS-
COPE allows transitions between the presented LoA while
ensuring smooth trajectories of x. If the x stays inside the
cylindrical iffVF at L1, the user can manipulate without any
virtual wrenches present resulting in a movement like in L0.
While reaching the lateral area of the cylinder, support in
form of haptic guidance is present.

C. Surgeon Training Task - Peg Transfer

Training curricula as the Lübecker Toolbox [34] allow the
surgeon to acquire basic skills like instrument handling and
manipulation skills. This experiment presents a peg transfer
task, provided by the Lübecker Toolbox’s Bantwist training
pad, on the real MICA and MIROs which is depicted in
Fig. 1. A video of the task execution is provided as sup-
plementary material. The SCT pick (depicted in Fig. 2 b),
transition and place are executed one after another.
The control over the opening and closing of the gripping
DoF remains by the user at all times. During the execution
there are switches in the DoSC as well as the LoA.

Hypothesis: If the SCT pick, transition and place
are executed in a sequence the ring is successfully transferred
from xs to xg , as shown in Fig. 1, exploiting transitions
between L2 and L1 and vice versa, as well as varying DoSC.

Experimental Design: To achieve the peg transfer, the
SCT pick, transition and place operate with Oref =
x. pick sets Otar = xs, while transition and place
use xg as Otar. As soon as stateg of the currently active
SCT is reached, state0 of the succeeding SCT is activated.
During this experiment the pose of the training pad is
provided by the vision-based tracker presented in [35]. The
LoA as well as the DoSC are varied according to the table
in Fig. 5a, resulting in a variation of rd, while αd = 0 is set.
In L1, the user controls the DoF along the spline and the
movement inside the deadzones. During L2, the user either
removes the hand from the input device or interacts with L2
to adjust the velocity of task execution.

Result: The peg is successfully picked at xs and placed
at xg . Fig. 5b depicts the movement of x and the varying r
during the experiment.

Discussion: This experiment shows the combination of the
experiments in Section IV-A and Section IV-B, as the user
interacts with the input device in L2, leading to successful
completion of a meaningful task in surgeon training.

D. Surgeon Training Task - Suturing

The skills trained by performing training tasks are required
to perform surgeries as a fundoplication. It treats the reflux
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to pull the needle out of the tissue. (D) stateg
is reached, ASCOPE sets Otar to xgn+1 and
activates suture SCT again.

Fig. 5: The instrument TCP x (displayed in red) moves along the corresponding spline s (blue). The legend in Fig. 5a
depicts the selected LoA, DoSC, f∥

c and rd, which is displayed in green.

of fluids from the stomach into the esophagus. During the
procedure the top part of the stomach is wrapped around the
esophageal sphincter located at the bottom of the esophagus.
Then, a continuous suture is placed to hold the stomach in
place [36].
Laparascopic suturing devices like the Covidien SILS Stich
enable robotic suturing by designing a specialized drive unit
allowing the attachment to an robotic arm as the MIRO [37].
This experiment focuses on placing multiple stitches with
a real robotic suturing device mounted on a real MIRO as
depicted in Fig. 1 and in the supplied video. The control over
the opening and closing of the gripper, leading to the stitch
placement, remains by the user at all times.

Hypothesis: When executing the stitching SCT mul-
tiple times, multiple continuous stitches are placed in the
training pad allowing the autonomous placement of a con-
tinuous suture.

Experimental Design: The stitching SCT is executed
with Oref = x. Otar equals xgn , n ∈ [1, ..., 4]. When
reaching stateg , xgn+1 is set and the stitching SCT is
activated again.

Result: The sequence of stitches are successfully executed
leading to a continuous suture. Fig. 5c depicts the movement
of x during the experiment.

Discussion: This experiment shows that the presented
method allows the placement of a continuous suture in L2.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This work presents a novel method for teleoperated sys-
tems to provide haptic augmentation to the user during L1
and L2 while enabling continuous transitions between L0,

L1, L2 and vice versa. Furthermore, the approach allows user
interactions even in L2. Additionally, during L1 the degree
of shared control, namely the level of support, can be varied
according to the user’s need.
During the execution of a task represented by an SCT,
ASCOPE parameterizes VFs based on the selected LoA and
the current context information. The presented iffVF en-
ables haptic augmentation during L1 as well as autonomous
movements during L2. The design of the iffVF takes the
wrenches exerted on the input device into account which
allows user interactions as acceleration and deceleration in
L2. Additionally, it guarantees that the iffVF obeys other VFs
like rVF as presented in [29]. The presented iffVF follows
arbitrary splines allowing generalization to different tasks.
However, the splines as well as the SCT are currently hand
designed by an expert. In the future, the design of SCT
will be facilitated as in [38]. Finally, a user study will be
conducted involving clinicians allowing the evaluation of the
presented approach as well as its clinical relevance.
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